Second Call for application to participation in the International Mobility Programmes for the Academic Year 2023/2024

SCHOOL OF CIVIL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND LAND MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND INFORMATION ENGINEERING
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE URBAN PLANNING CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING - Engineering Study Programmes.

DOUBLE DEGREE
COMMUNICATION OF FIRST ASSIGNMENTS

Deadline: Tuesday, May 30th, 2023 at 12.00 – midday (CET)

Candidates for a Double Degree programme for a.y. 2023/2024 must view the results of evaluation process and of the first assignments through the online tool “International Mobility for study”. Each selected student will see the preference on which he/she is selected highlighted in green. Selected candidate must click on “What do you want to do?” (next to the word “selected”) and proceed as below described.

STUDENTS SELECTED FOR 1st OR 2nd PREFERENCE AS INDICATED IN APPLICATION

Students assigned an institution from the 1st to the 2nd preferences must accept or reject the assigned mobility within the above and below detailed deadline.
The selected student who reject will be automatically excluded from the International Mobility for Double Degree for the a.y. 2023/2024.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR 3\textsuperscript{rd} PREFERENCE AS INDICATED IN APPLICATION

Students assigned the 3rd preference, as indicated in their applications, may:
- accept the assigned university, which is, in this way, definitively confirmed
- reject the assigned university, rejecting, in this way, the mobility for Double Degree Programmes for academic year 2023/2024.
- ask to wait for the next assignment, the last one, where students could be selected on a better preference in case of other students’ withdrawals, or, if this is not possible, be re-selected on the preference now assigned.

Deadline for communicating any of the above detailed choices through the online application is Tuesday, May 30\textsuperscript{th}, 2023 at 12.00 – midday (CET).

The selected student, who rejects or does not express any decision through the online application tool within the deadline, will be automatically excluded from the International Mobility for Double Degree for the a.y. 2023/2024.

Il Dirigente
Dott.ssa Assunta Marrese
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